For a data set composed of numbers or numerical vectors, a mean is the most fundamental measure for capturing the center of the data. However, for a data set of strings, a mean of the data cannot be defined, and therefore, median and center strings are frequently used as a measure of the center of the data. In contrast to calculating a mean of numerical data, constructing median and center strings of string data is not easy, and no algorithm is found that is guaranteed to construct exact solutions of center strings. In this study, we first generalize the definitions of median and center strings of string data into those of a probability distribution on a set of all strings composed of letters in a given alphabet. This generalization corresponds to that of a mean of numerical data into an expected value of a probability distribution on a set of numbers or numerical vectors. Next, we develop methods for constructing exact solutions of median and center strings for a probability distribution on a set of strings, applying integer linear programming. These methods are improved into faster ones by using the triangle inequality on the Levenshtein distance in the case where a set of strings is a metric space with the Levenshtein distance.
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